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To obtain a permanent position with a reliable and honest company to use the skills 
God gave me, and to maintain a postive stable future for family. Ability Summary 
Experience in accommodating hotel, motel, and resort patrons by registering and 
assigning rooms to guests, issuing room keys, transmitting and receiving messages, 
keeping records, making reservations, and collecting payments from guests. Have 
the cabability of following Appointed rules and regulations and orders from 
management officials.

EXPERIENCE

Security Screener III
ABC Corporation - APRIL 2008 – DECEMBER 2009

 Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, 
visitors, and other persons to guard against theft and maintain 
security of premises.

 Wrote reports of daily activities and irregularities such as equipment 
or property damage, theft, presence of unauthorized persons, or 
unusual occurrences.

 Answered alarms and investigate disturbances.
 Circulated among visitors, patrons, or employees to preserve order 

and protect property.
 Patroled industrial or commercial premises to prevent and detect 

signs of intrusion and ensure security of doors, windows, and gates.
 Escorted or drive motor vehicle to transport individuals to specified 

locations or to provide personal protection.
 Operated detecting devices to screen individuals and prevent 

passage of prohibited articles into restricted areas.

Security Screener 
Delta Corporation - 2007 – 2008

 Conducted modified pat downs on all female patrons before entering 
M&amp;T Bank Stadium Searched all bags and coolers Provided 
security for various .

 Responsible for providing security and protection of air travelers, 
airports and aircraft.

 Passenger screening, bag checks, operating X-ray equipment, safety 
checks on automobiles, and maintenance of associated logs.

 Check passenger luggage before boarding the cruise and maintain 
overall port security.

 Checked passengers tickets to ensure that they were valid, and to 
determine whether passengers had designations that required special
handling, such .

 Performed pat- down or hand- held wand searches of passengers who 
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had triggered machine alarms, who were unable to pass through 
metal detectors, or .

 Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, 
visitors, and other persons to guard against theft and maintain 
security of premises.

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - (Springstead High School)

SKILLS

Customer Service Representive, Cashier/Clerk.
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